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BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (B. Ed.)
Term-End Examination
June, 2020

BES-123 : LEARNING AND TEACHING

Time : 3 Hours

Maximum Weightage : 70%

Note :(i) All questions are compulsory.
(ii) All questions carry equal weightage.
1. Answer the following question in about
600 words :

Why is it important for a teacher to manage
time in the classroom ? Suggest some ways to
improve the time management skill.

Or
What is team teaching

? Discuss its

characteristics, advantages and disadvantages.
P. T. O.
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2. Answer the following question in about

600 words :
Differentiate between intrinsic extrinsic
motivation. Discuss the ways you will adopt to
motivate yout learners in your class.

Or
Define Creativity. How can you faster creativity
among your learners ? Explain with the help of
examples.
3. Answer any four of the following questions in
about 150 words each :
(a) Explain VARK model of learning styles
with suitable example.
(b) Explain Maslow's hierarchy of needs.
(c) Discuss spiritual intelligence.
(d) Explain the leadership roles of teacher.
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(e) Explain the need of professional
development for teachers.
(f) Discuss the context specific approach to
instruction.
4. Answer the following question in about
600 words :
Identify problem from the subject of your choice
from secondary level curriculum. Explain, how
problem solving approach that can help you
deal with that problem.

P. T. O.
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